
Brown Rice (unpolished) 

 

I personally like the short fat rice. (Not instant or pr-cooked)  I like the texture and 

the flavor better. 

 

Being raised in China I measure the amount of water in cooking rice like the 

Chinese. (If you have a recipe which gives you the measurement, then go for it.) 

Wash the rice then add water till it comes to the top of the first knuckle of your 

index finger with the fingertip just touching the top of the rice. With the brown rice 

sometimes I will go just a tiny bit above my knuckle, as it seems to need more 

moisture than white rice.  I have often wondered if there is a difference between 

large hands or small hands.  LOL – never checked it out.  I have an electric rice 

cooker, when the water is done, it automatically goes to “warm.” 

 

Kettle cooking: Measure the same.  As soon as the rice comes to a boil turn your 

burner as low as it will go and let the rice cook.  You do not need to stir it, you will 

know it is done when it looks like you have taken a chopstick and poked holes all 

over the top and you don’t see any moisture bubbles in the holes. 

 

To have rice on hand all the time, I will cook 5-6 cups rice at a time.  It freezes 

well.  If you are going to use it up in a week, then refrigeration is adequate. 

 

To reheat the rice I will steam it, and in a short time it fresh and fluffy just like it 

was just freshly cooked. 

 

Ways I like to use Rice:  There are many traditional rice dishes and ethic rice 

dishes, and I am sure there are many ways you have in fixing rice.  What I have 

below as just some quick and simple ways you might like to try fixing rice, as 

during your healing time that is the only recommended kind of grain used. 

   

1
st
 way - Simplest way: Eat steamed rice with your choice of fresh herbs or 

seasonings sprinkled on or through it.  Then serve with steamed vegetables or a 

salad. 

 

2
nd

 way – Steam & Stir-fry: Use cooked rice and then stir-fry any combination of 

vegetables using several types and colors.  To stir-fry I use broth from several 

sources - Left over vegetable soup, water from steamed vegetables from other 

meals, plan water then add your choice of seasonings. 

 

3
rd

 way – Fried Rice: I will stir fry the vegetables, then add the rice to vegetables 

for fried rice. 

 



Breakfast Cereal  - Growing up we had a lot of hot cereal, whole wheat cereal, 

cream of rice, malt-o-meal, oats etc. 

 

Cream of Rice 

Use unpolished “Sweet Rice” This rice when 

cooked is slightly sticky.  I grind it on “coarse” 

in a coffee grinder that I use for grinding grain 

for my cereals.  I will grind up enough to use 

several times and store in the cupboard in a 

quart jar. 

 

Ingredients: 

1 ¼ C ground unpolished sweet rice 

2 ½ C water 

½ tsp. natural salt 

½ C. cut up dates 

 

Process: 

1. Bring the water and salt to a boil 

2. Whisk in the ground rice 

3. When boiling well, turn burner off. 

4. Let cereal sit for 15-20 minutes (when using an electric stove) 

5. Stir in dates 

6. Serve immediately with non-dairy milk of choice 

 

Notes: 
Serving Size: (Serves 2) This recipe makes a large bowl of cereal for the two of us.  

You and your family might eat smaller portions, if so, you will have to 

experiment for your needs. 

Burner – if you have an electric stove the burner will cool slowly cooking your 

cereal without burning.  If you have a gas stove I would suggest you use a 

double boiler.  I have often done that.  That way you don’t have burnt or 

scorched cereal. 

Nuts and seeds: After the 1
st
 month on the program when you can add nuts and 

seeds we have found we love to use what I call a “cereal topping mix.”  This 

has raw sunflowers seeds, pumpkin seeds, and slivered almonds.  I use equal 

parts of each and keep them in the freezer so they don’t turn rancid.  We like 

to pour a handful on the top of our cereal. 

 

 

 


